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Features

- Every 2 LEDs have a cutting position
- Good attenuation performance, long service life
- Bending diameter: 300mm
- Reach distance: 2.5m
- Warranty: 3 years outdoors, 5 years indoors
- Good flexibility, can be properly bent
- Multi specifications, support customization
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FO2835-40-24

- Screws, clips or adhesive tape

- Can be used for indoor / outdoor decoration and other special occasions

Optical & Electrical Parameters

Model No.

2835 DC 24V 3/5Years IP67

Installation

Application

Version: A1.1

FO2835-40-24

Other Parameters

-20~+70 °C-20~+60 °C50.0mm7.0m40

LED QTY (pcs/m) TA Storage TemperatureNo Brightness Difference  MAXModel No. Min Cuttable Length
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NOTE:

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-

-
-
-
-

The above data was measured under standard conditions and actual data may be different. We would update data without further notice.
The luminous flux was tested while the corresponding-color products were lightened.
UL max run refers to operating length at UL class II @100W.24V.
Luminous flux values were measured accordance to IES LM-80-08. LED chips with tolerance range of +/- 10%.
Each maximum-run requires a dedicated power feed from the driver. Do not exceed the recommended maximum run length. Max run may exceed Class 2 limits.
Actual wattage may be different from the calculated wattage due to voltage drop while using.
Actual efficacy value is determined by the specific LED driver (power supply). An estimated efficacy value can be calculated as follows: Luminous intensity divided by average 
power consumption.
Do not install products in the conditions that exceed the listed ambient temperature. Exceeding the maximum ambient temperature may damage LED chips, reduce the total lamp 
life, luminous intensity output, and/or adversely impact color consistency.
Operating temperature was measured under the minimum and maximum ambient temperature environment.
Cutting segments are marked on the profiles below.
If the product power is greater than 15W, auxiliary heat dissipation appliances must be added.
If the product power is greater than 14.4W/m, auxiliary heat dissipation appliances must be added. 

Compliance & Regulatory Approvals

Performance

LED chip data measured in accordance to IES LM-80-08. 
Photometric & Colorimetry data measured in accordance to IES LM-79-08, in Blueview ‘s TUV Innovation Lab.

•
•

Standard: EN 60598-2-21: 2015; EN 60598-1: 2015; EN 62471: 2008; EN 62493:2015; EN 62031: 2015+A1: 2013+A2: 2015

Standard: EN IEC 55015: 2019; EN IEC 61000-3-2: 2019; EN 61000-3-3:2013+A1: 2019;EN 61547: 2009

Standard: IEC 62031:2018

Standard: UL 2108 E354137-Low-voltage Lighting Systems, Power Units, Luminaires and Fittings

Standard: IEC62321

CE LVD

CE EMC

CB

UL LISTED

RoHS

Unit: mm [inch]
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Note: 

For LED quantity less than 160leds/m with standard power, we recommend to use 20AWG parallel wire/sheathed cable with wire length less than 20cm, user need to reduce the 
max run when the wire length more than 20cm.

For LED quantity more than 160leds/m with standard power, we recommend to use 18AWG parallel wire/sheathed cable in single feed, or 20AWG parallel wire or sheathed cable  
in both ends with wire length less than 20cm. Users need to reduce the max run properly when the wire length more than 20cm.

Above conditions are only applicable to products with the PCB width of 10mm or more, for other width needs to be evaluated separately.

•

•

•
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AVERAGE BEAM ANGLE(50%): 25.1°

C 0  /180, 25.2°
Unit：cd

C 90/270, 25.0°°

Luminous Intensity Distribution Diagram Average Illumination

Note: above data tested with FO2835-40-24-30°, for other data,please consult sales rep.

Flux Out: 979.0lm 

Height  Eavg, Emax   Beam Angle: 25.04° Diameter
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2284,3454lx

1805,2729lx

1462,2211lx

8.88cm

17.76cm

26.64cm

35.52cm

44.40cm

53.28cm

62.17cm

71.05cm

79.93cm

88.81cm

Reliability test

Environmental test

Other testing

Blueview standard

Blueview standard

Project Category Test conditions

Test temperature -40°C to 60°C, cycle every 2h (temperature holding time 
15min, heating and cooling time 45min)

Placed the sample vertically in the needle flame tester, the flame lasted for 
10s and then observe the self-extinguishing time of the sample.

TH = 60°C, RH=90%, continuous cycle lighting

TH=60°C, continuous power on

TH=25°C, continuous power on

TH=60°C, UVB: 280nm~315nm

Outcome

Pass

Pass

Pass

IP67

Reference standards

PTC test

Flame retardant test

High temperature and heat test

Twisting test

High temperature resistance test

Room temperature aging test

UV test

Rain test

Salt spray corrosion test Salt solution 5% concentration, simulating TH=35℃ working environment

Rated voltage lit, forward and reverse rotation 360 degrees 
each, a total of 10 times

Underwater, depth 1m/30min

exposed to rain for 12 hours every day, and shifting the switch every hour

Waterproof test

FO2835-40-24

Recommended power supply upon working length

Operating Length  (m) 1.0

14.40 

0.63 

1.60 

2.0

48.48 

1.54 

3.40

3.0

71.76 

2.58

6.10

4.0

94.08 

3.96

8.60 

5.0

116.4

5.21

11.50

Single feed Single feed Single feed Single feedSingle feed

Total Power (W)

Head-to-tail Current Drop Rate (%)

Head-to-tail Voltage Drop Rate (%)

Single/Double feed
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Packaging information

Carton Size (mm) Meter/Reel Reel/Carton Gross Weight (kg)Product Size L*W*H (mm)Model No. Net Weight (kg)

5000*21*11.8 5 8.65 (1±10%) 12.50 (1±10%)10390*390*325 FO2835-40-24

NOTE: 

• The above quantity and weight are only for the illustrated packaging method. There will be differences in the quantity and weight with other packaging methods.
• The gross weights of all above model are less than volume weight, the volume weight is14.96kg.

Packaging Information

Roll up the product

Use packing belt to pack. 

Wrap the product tightly with 
PE film and put it into a bag

Put the packed product 
into a box

Label the box;

Put the box into another 
bigger carton box

Installation

Cutter Electric drill LED power supply Screw Clips

Installation Methods and Steps

Fixed the mounting clips Press the light strip into the mounting clip Finished
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Wiring diagram

Note: double feed means additional power supply is required,more info, please contact sales rep

Attentions before installation

- Check whether the power line is screwed into the terminal firmly, and it is better not to pull it out by hand.
- Before installation, check that the product parameters are consistent with the requirements (Seeing product specifications or product labels) 
- Load voltage, current, power and power supply should be matched with the product.
- Follow the instructions of wiring diagram (first connect the load and then the power supply) to avoid short circuit.
- Make sure the correct connection of positive and negative poles between products and power supply. Otherwise, the light will not be on.
- The wiring terminal must be provided with effective waterproof and anti-corrosion treatment.
- For non-waterproof strips, if the use length exceeds max run length, extra power supply is needed.
- For non-waterproof strips, if single lamp bead exceeds the regular current, please add auxiliary heat dissipation.

Common Faults and Troubleshoot

Quick Guide

Problems

All LEDs can not light on.

LEDs can not light on partly.

Brightness of LED is 
inconsistent tor insufficient.

LED flicker.

Automatic power protection from the open or short 
circuit in output of the power supply.

Fix the short circuit problem.

Correctly connection.

Replace with more powerful power.

Make sure the working voltage of the product within ±5% of 
standard voltage, or keep balance by circuit power consumption.

Reduce the quantities of the product in series connection 
to meet requirement.

Wrong connection of power supply.

Some switching mode power supplies are not powered.

Power supply line error.

Mistaken wire connection of some of products

Power overloaded.

Connection point fault. Remove bad connection point.

Replace a new power supply.

Please follow the instructions

Power supply circuit excessive consumption.

Excessive quantities in series connection of the product

Switching power supply failure.

Wrong Installation or use of products

Reasons

No electric supply.

Solutions

Warning

- Do not disassemble or retrofit the light. Do not touch the surface of the light with a sharp object.
- Do not do live-line working during installation,especially for high voltage product.
- Do not use any organic chemical solvents.
- Use neutral glass adhesive to fix this product and it needs to be dried 4 hours in the open environment after operation.
- Treat the ends and the circuit connection points that are not connected to the main line with insulation,waterproof, and anti-corrosion in the installation.
- Use 18AWG (0.75mm² cross-sectional area) or thicker core wire to avoid adverse consequences caused by overheating, if the power cable need to lengthen.
- Make sure the input voltage meets the requirements and lines are connected correctly before lighting on.
- This product is for signage, and do not use as general lighting.
- Series connection within the max run.
- The length of the power cable between the power supply and the led strip should not exceed 2 meters.Otherwise, large circuit loss will lead to inconsistent brightness.
- Installation, maintenance and repair should be operated by a qualified technician.

brown live wire

brown live wire

yellow ground wire

yellow ground wire

blue zero wire

blue zero wire
Controller

Power supply

Power connection diagram

Power, controller connection diagram
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BLUEVIEW ELEC-OPTIC TECH CO.,LTD

□  Tel: +86-28-8148 0011 
□  Fax: +86-28-8148 1258

□  Web.: www.blueviewled.com 
□  Email: sales@blueviewled.com

□  Add.: No. 1000, Section 2, Konggang 2nd Road, Shuangliu, Chengdu 610207, Sichuan, CHINA

Statements and Recycling

- Repair should be operated by a qualified technician, if the external circuit or main line of this product is damaged.
- The parameters given in this manual are typical values and for reference only.
- All illustrations and drawings in this manual are for reference.
- This product is subject to change without notice.

Statements:

- LED lighting products belongs to electronic products, please do recycling treatment according to the relevant WEEE directives.

Recycling:


